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Abstract—Notwithstanding recent work which has demon-
strated the potential of using Twitter messages for content-
specific data mining and analysis, the depth of such analysis
is inherently limited by the scarcity of data imposed by the
140 character tweet limit. In this paper we describe a novel
approach for targeted knowledge exploration which uses tweet
content analysis as a preliminary step. This step is used to
bootstrap more sophisticated data collection from directly related
but much richer content sources. In particular we demonstrate
that valuable information can be collected by following URLs
included in tweets. We automatically extract content from the
corresponding web pages and treating each web page as a
document linked to the original tweet show how a temporal
topic model based on a hierarchical Dirichlet process can be
used to track the evolution of a complex topic structure of a
Twitter community. Using autism-related tweets we demonstrate
that our method is capable of capturing a much more meaningful
picture of information exchange than user-chosen hashtags.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed the emergence of a number of
social media platforms and the rapid rate of their proliferation,
breadth of adoption, and frequency of use. The associated
wealth of user-generated content, most of which is easily
accessible, has created an immense opportunity for automatic
data mining and knowledge discovery. It is unsurprising that
this opportunity has been readily embraced both by the aca-
demic community [8], [12], [19], [25], [27], [36], [42] and
the commercial sector [29], [37], [44]. Nevertheless research
in this area is still in its infancy [7], with the majority of
the methodologies applied to the processing of social media
content to date being simple adaptations of existing algorithms
developed for the analysis of ‘conventional’ data sources. At
this stage neither the full range of the associated challenges
nor the potential of information found on social media are
fully understood, and only when these tasks are accomplished
will the development of algorithms specifically aimed at social
media be able to achieve substantial progress.
The backdrop we just summarized readily explains why
Twitter in particular has attracted so much research attention,
as illustrated by the plot in Fig. 1. Firstly, it is immensely
popular, with 288 million active users and 500 million tweets
sent per day, with a high level of global adoption witnessed
by the statistic that 77% of its users are located outside the
USA [51]. Secondly, given that research in this field is still in
its early stages, the purely textual nature of content on Twitter
itself provides a sufficiently constrained environment needed
to develop an understanding of the available information and
the performance of different data mining and machine learning
methodologies. In large part these observations motivate the
focus of our work on Twitter too.
Fig. 1. Number of articles indexed by Google Scholar matching the search
query twitter mining, shown per year of publication (note that the count is
per annum, not cumulative).
The specific interest of the present work lies in the use of
Twitter content for the monitoring and analysis of attitudes,
behaviours, and conversations pertaining to health care and the
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [1] in particular. Our interest
in this condition is motivated by two key factors. The first of
these concerns the associated human and economic cost [32].
In brief, ASD is a life-long neurodevelopmental disorder [35]
characterized by severe impairments in social interaction,
communication, and in some cases cognitive abilities [38].
ASD typically begins already in infancy or at the very latest by
the age of three when it is usually detected by an abnormal
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Find out why recycled military uniforms are being turned
into weighted vests for kids with autism. http://bit.ly/1Dp5WY4
The Short of It
South Carolina mom, Crystal Lyons, says she discovered that a specialized weighted vest
helped calm her son, John, and instead of paying $50 to buy one, she made her own from
her husband's old military fatigues. Now, she's making them for other kids, too.
The Lowdown
John, who has been diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder, has anxiety and what
Crystal calls "mini-meltdowns." At a therapy session, the boy was loaned a weighted vest
—a specialized piece of clothing that weighs about 5 to 10 pounds. It provides......        ...        ...
diagnosis
help son
When a 4-year-old boy with autism wandered away from home, his mother got more than she
bargained for when police returned him.
Kaava Watson, 31, said her son, Walter, disappeared last Thursday evening when she went
to answer the telephone.
Watson told KETV that she went to look for the boy — who has a history of wandering —
and called police when she couldn’t find him near their Omaha, Neb. home.
Meanwhile, however, 911 dispatchers received a separate report of an unaccompanied child
on a nearby street....        ...        ...
...
...
Topic evolution
Tweets Associatedrich content Processed
(i), (ii) (iii)
(iv)
(v)
Fig. 2. Conceptual overview of the proposed framework. Our analytical pipeline consists of: (i) identifying URLs in tweets, (ii) following the corresponding
links, (iii) processing the target web pages to extract relevant textual information, (iv) performing topic analysis on these documents, and finally (v) linking
the extracted topic back with the original tweets.
lack of social reciprocity. Current evidence suggests that a
stable proportion of approximately 0.5–0.6% of the population
is afflicted by ASD although the actual diagnosis rate is on
the increase due to the broadening diagnostic criteria [9].
The second important factor motivating our research stems
from the potential of Twitter as a pervasive interactive platform
to reach ASD communities which are notoriously difficult to
engage by traditional means. This includes both those seg-
ments of the ASD community which are isolated socially, for
example due to stigma often attached to mental disorders [22],
as well as those which are isolated geographically, for example
in remote rural communities. From the public policy point
of view, understanding the practices and beliefs of parents
and carers of ASD-affected individuals is crucial, yet often
lacking [24]. The penetration of beliefs, and behavioural and
educational interventions which are questionable [53] and
poorly supported by evidence (e.g. gluten-free and casein-free
diets, and cognitive behavioural therapy [20]), and sometimes
outright in conflict with science [50] is particularly worry-
ing [53].
Thus the key premise behind our research efforts is that
the rapid rise in the adoption of social media as a platform
for the expression and exchange of ideas, which facilitates
the emergence of special interest communities, can be used to
study and monitor the beliefs and practices of the population
affected by ASD. Considering the challenge of reaching and
engaging with this specific target population, success in this
domain of data mining would be a powerful utilization of
social networks for public good.
A. Related previous work
Most of the previous work on data mining Twitter has not
been automatic, that is, analysis was performed ‘manually’ by
humans within the proof-of-concept paradigm. Considering
the usage statistics summarized in Sec. I, it is evident that
non-machine-based approaches are not feasible in practice
– the process is extremely laborious which severely limits
how much data can be processed. A major challenge in
automating the analysis lies in the likely semantic gap needed
to interpret Twitter messages. As we shall demonstrate in
the next section, the severe limit on the character length of
tweets appears to exaggerate this gap yet further, requiring
an even more sophisticated understanding of language, its
idioms, sociolects etc. The following ASD-related tweets,
representative of the corpus we collected (see Sec. III),
readily illustrate this:
Example tweet 1:
Looks like we will have more #autism research
happening for children in #EarlyIntervention next
year! :-) #VisualSupports #MobileTech
Example tweet 2:
Authors who see autism as “tremendously bur-
dening” elicit dire views of autism from parents
http://j.mp/1FyqXwF “Ethical approval: none”
Example tweet 3:
101 autism: Genetic analysis of individuals with
autism finds gene deletions - Using powerful genetic
sequencing. http://is.gd/UhprQK
Example tweet 4:
#Apple #Censorship & Dr. Brian Hooker Interview
exposing CDC Cover-up of the Vaccine & Autism
Link on .@rediceradio http://youtu.be/19uvPtg6SPI
Although of limited practical use in the long term, manual
approaches to Twitter data analysis and mining have served
an important role in illustrating the potential of this platform.
Indeed the range of applications in which the usefulness
of Twitter data has been demonstrated is remarkable. For
example, the inference of message sentiment from emoticons
was described by Jiang et al. [34], and Bifet and Frank [13],
while Agarwal et al. [3] employed linguistics-based classifiers
to a similar end. Sentiment analysis in tweets was further
used by Bollen et al. [15] in the prediction of socio-political,
cultural, and economic events. Sociometric applications were
also explored by Mitchell et al. [39]. The potential of Twitter
in the understanding and management of emergency situations,
such as earthquakes, attracted significant research attention
too [52], with successes reported by Robinson et al. [43] and
Sakaki et al. [45] amongst others.
The same themes drawing from the use of geographical
information and the real-time nature of Twitter can be observed
in the existing work on the use of the platform in the realm
of health care [17]. For example Paul and Dredze [41] tracked
over time the spread of illnesses, changes in behavioural
risk factors, and symptoms and patterns of medication use.
Patterns of antibiotic use were analysed by Scanfeld et al. [47]
while Jashnisky et al. [33] studied the possibility of predicting
suicide rates.
Notwithstanding the increasingly recognized need for more
effective information exchange with the affected communities,
the use of social media in the understanding and management
of ASD has received little research attention. A manual (i.e.
human effort-based, rather than computerized) analysis of
ASD-affected individuals’ writing patterns was reported by
Newton et al. [40] while our previous work [11] described the
only automatic system in this domain.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we lay out the key contributions of the present
work. We start with an overview of the proposed methodology
and then proceed with a detailed description of each of its
components in turn.
A. Data mining framework – key ideas
In this paper our aim is to extract the topic content of a
specific category of tweets and track its changes over time.
Although our focus is on ASD-related tweets, which we
showed can be readily detected automatically [11], the nature
of the proposed framework is entirely general and could in
principle be applied to any other category of tweets. Here
‘topic’ (and any derivations thereof) is used as a technical
concept from the field of text analysis, that is, it refers to
a probability distribution over a collection of words/terms
(the ‘dictionary’) [14]. Intuitively, this can be interpreted
as a formalization of the colloquial meaning of the word
‘topic’ [16].
Probably the most obvious approach to tweet topic mod-
elling involves the use of Twitter’s built-in capability for
tagging tweets by their authors, using so-called ‘hashtags’.
These can be recognized by the leading special character ‘#’
(the hash sign) and are understood to be meta-data labels. We
found that approximately 25% of ASD-related tweets contain
hashtags. However recent research has shown that a small
number of keywords is inadequate in capturing the essence
of the content of the associated tweet [14].
The idea that the main textual information within tweets
can be analysed for its topic content is motivated by the
findings reported in our previous work [11]. In particular
we showed that even after terms which are ipso facto ASD-
related are removed, there remains sufficient information (both
structural and semantic) which is characteristic to ASD-related
tweets. However our attempts at applying a variety of different
topic models failed to produce meaningful results. Specifically
we found that the number of terms contained in individual
tweets (the average term count per tweet in our corpus is 13)
is too small to give rise to topics of sufficient complexity.
Considering that this bottleneck is inherent to Twitter rather
than a limitation of our methodology, at first sight it appears
that topic content extraction from tweets is impossible, to say
nothing of any temporal analysis thereof. However, in this
work we show that this barrier can be overcome through
an ingenious trick. In particular we observed that a large
number of tweets contain URLs i.e. links to external content,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. Moreover these tweets are exactly those
that we are most interested in, that is, those which aim to
contribute the greatest amount of information.
Hence our idea is to use tweets not as endpoint data
mining sources themselves but rather as data mining inter-
mediaries used to discover much richer associated content.
Some previous work has already recognized the potential of
such external content e.g. [46], [2]. However, unlike Sankara-
narayanan et al. [46] who use linked content for clustering
and the identification of popular news topics, or Abel et
al. [2] who focus on building news-related user models, we
demonstrate that content harvested from linked URLs can be
used to build a complex, temporal and cross-modal graph
which facilitates temporal topic analysis which can be mapped
back to Twitter posts (an interesting comparison can be made
with machine learning methods in other fields which exploited
such parallel structures with success e.g. for inferring pose-
wise mappings across face manifolds [6], [4]). In brief, our
analytical pipeline consists of: (i) identifying URLs in tweets,
(ii) following the corresponding links, (iii) processing the
target web pages to extract relevant textual information, (iv)
performing topic analysis on these documents, and finally (v)
linking the extracted topic back with the original tweets. This
is illustrated conceptually in Fig. 2. Our automatic extraction
of relevant textual information from web pages is described
in the next section. A method for tracking complex temporal
changes of the topic structure of a longitudinal document
corpus, based on a graph constructed over topics extracted
using a hierarchical Dirichlet process-based model for different
epochs is explained in Sec. II-C.
B. Automatic data enrichment using URLs
As indicated in the previous section, the key idea of the
proposed method for Twitter topic analysis and tracking is
to map tweets which contain URLs to the space of the
corresponding web pages. This process effectively establishes
correspondence between a tweet and the web page linked
through a URL in the tweet body. Observe that in principle a
single tweet can be put in correspondence with multiple web
pages as multiple URLs may be contained within the tweet,
though in practice this is seldom the case – we found that
over 96% of URL-containing tweets include a single URL,
and fewer than 0.1% more than two URLs. Equally, a single
web page can be linked to from different tweets; this is a
far more frequent occurrence. Whatever the exact network of
correspondences may be, topics assigned to the content of a
specific web page are also associated with all tweets which
contain a URL link to this web page. As per our previous
observations, this means that a tweet with multiple URLs
‘inherits’ topics from multiple web pages, and equally, a web
page lends its topics to all tweets which link to it.
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(b) Daily in-tweet URL rate
Fig. 3. The statistics of relevant data availability rate, estimated from our
data set (please see Sec. III for additional detail). Shown are histograms
corresponding to (a) the daily number of tweets identified as ASD-related [11],
and (b) the daily count of URLs harvested from these tweets.
We retrieve tweets using Twitter’s stream and search APIs
(please see Sec. III for further detail). This allows us to fetch
relevant tweet information, such as the text of the message,
posting time and date, geo-tags, and the author’s user ID,
as well as the list of any URLs linked to from the tweet
in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. Therefore
no sophisticated processing of the tweet is needed at this
stage – the URLs of interest are retrieved explicitly. These are
then used to fetch the corresponding web pages. We process
only those URLs which link to HTML pages. For example
by examining the ‘Content-Type’ response from the HTTP
server we immediately reject links to videos and other non-
text-based content. Pages which satisfy our validity criteria
are then processed to extract their main text content. This is
achieved by analysing the corresponding HTML descriptions
and removing chunks of it which by their HTML tags can be
identified as not being of interest. For example we remove
text enclosed within tags such as <COMMENT>, <META>,
<HEADER>, <MENU>, <RSS>, <SPONSOR>, and a series of
others. Formatting tags such as <FONT>, <DIV>, <P>, and
similar, are merely removed. We actively retain text within
tags such as <MAIN>, <ARTICLE>, and <BLOG>, amongst
others. This processes allows us to extract relevant content
reliably without any manual input, with few errors. We found
that rare errors do not affect the ultimate result of our method
due to their randomness – there is no reason why any particular
erroneous term (word) would consistently be included in the
extracted text, which means that any specific error ends up
being treated as noise in our bag-of-words model used as input
to the main topic modelling and tracking algorithm described
next.
C. Modelling topic evolution over time
Twitter is by its very nature highly dynamic: new content is
rapidly created, transient periods of high popularity of specific
ideas are followed by their rapid decline and the emergence
of follow-up etc. Therefore it is imperative for the analysis
of the topic structure of a tweet corpus to have a temporal
component, which additionally has to be sufficiently robust
and flexible to capture the range of complex interactions and
causal cascades that the corresponding exchanges exhibit.
Our approach begins by discretizing time into epochs
thereby dividing the tweet corpus into a series of chronological
but overlapping sub-corpora. The topic structure of each sub-
corpus associated with a particular epoch is then extracted
separately using an HDP-based model. In other words each
epoch is considered to span a sufficiently short time period
that the associated sub-corpus of tweets can be treated as
a static collection of documents. To ensure the validity of
this assumption it is crucial that the time span of an epoch
is chosen based on the speed of changes which the model
is supposed to track (to reflect the highly dynamic nature of
Twitter in this work we used three day epochs, with an overlap
of successive epochs of two days). To associate topics across
different epochs we create a similarity graph, connecting
topics (as nodes) across successive epochs, and infer complex
dynamics based on the strengths of these connections. This
approach, first proposed in [10], is explained next.
1) Measuring inter-topic similarity: The key idea behind
our approach stems from the observation that while topics may
change significantly over time, by their very nature the change
between successive epochs is limited. Therefore we infer the
continuity of a topic in one epoch by relating it to all topics
in the immediately subsequent epoch which are sufficiently
similar to it under some similarity measure. This can be seen to
lead naturally to a similarity graph representation whose nodes
correspond to topics and whose edges link those topics in two
epochs which are related. Formally, the weight of the directed
edge that links φj,t , the j-th topic in epoch t, and φk,t+1 is set
equal to ρ (φj,t, φk,t+1) where ρ is an appropriate similarity
measure. In this work we adopt the use of the Jaccard
similarity between the probability distributions described by
φj,t and φk,t+1 i.e. ρ (φj,t, φk,t+1) ≡ dJaccard (φj,t, φk,t+1).
A conceptual illustration of a similarity graph is shown in
Fig. 4. It shows three consecutive time epochs t − 1, t, and
t + 1 and a selection of topics in these epochs. Graph edge
weight i.e. inter-topic similarity is encoded by varying the
thickness of the corresponding line connecting two nodes – a
thicker line signifies more similar topics. We use a threshold
to eliminate weak edges automatically, retaining only the
edges which correspond to sufficiently similar topics in
adjacent epochs. It can be seen that this readily allows us to
detect the disappearance of a particular topic, the emergence
of new topics, as well as the splitting or merging of different
topics. In summary:
Emergence If a node does not have any edges incident
to it, the corresponding topic is taken as having emerged
in the associated epoch (e.g. φj+2 at time t in Fig. 4).
Disappearance If no edges originate from a node, the
corresponding topic is taken to vanish in the associated
epoch (e.g. φj at time t in Fig. 4).
Splitting If more than a single edge originates from a
node, the corresponding topic is understood as being
split into multiple topics in the next epoch (e.g. φi is
split into φj and φj+1 in Fig. 4).
Merging If more than a single edge is incident to a node,
the topics of the nodes from which the edges originate
are understood as having merged together to form a new
topic (e.g. φi and φi+1 merge to form φj+1 in Fig. 4).
2) Hierarchical Dirichlet process mixture models: The
Dirichlet process is a widely used prior for mixture modelling
which readily allows a document collection to accommodate
an arbitrary number of topics. It is the building block of
many Bayesian nonparametric methods [21]. Succinctly put,
a Dirichlet process DP (γ,H) is defined as a distribution of a
random probability measure G over a measure space (Θ,B, µ),
such that for any finite measurable partition (A1, A2, . . . , Ar)
of Θ the random vector [G (A1) , . . . , G (Ar)]
T is a Dirichlet
distribution with parameters [γH (A1) , . . . , γH (Ar)]
T .
Owing to the discrete nature and infinite dimensionality
Fig. 4. A conceptual illustration of a similarity graph that models topic
dynamics over time. A node corresponds to a topic in a specific epoch; the
weight of an edge connecting two nodes is equal to the similarity of the
corresponding topics.
of its draws, the DP is a highly useful prior for Bayesian
mixture models. By associating different mixture components
with atoms φk of the so-called stick-breaking process [31],
and assuming xi|φk iid∼ F (xi|φk) where F (.) is the likelihood
kernel of the mixing components, the Dirichlet process mixture
model (DPM) can be formulated. The DPM is suitable for
nonparametric clustering of exchangeable data in a single
group e.g. words in a document where the DPM models the
underlying structure of the document with potentially an infi-
nite number of topics. However, many real-world problems are
more appropriately modelled as comprising multiple groups of
exchangeable data (e.g. a collection of documents). In such
cases it is usually desirable to model the observations of
different groups jointly, allowing them to share their generative
clusters. This idea is known as the sharing statistical strength
and is achieved using a hierarchical structure.
Amongst different ways of linking group-level DPMs,
HDP [48] offers an interesting solution whereby base measures
of document-level DPs are drawn from another DP. In this way
the atoms of the corpus-level DP (i.e. topics in our case) are
shared across the corpus. Formally, if x = {x1, . . . ,xJ} is a
document collection where xj =
{
xj1, . . . , xjNj
}
is the j-th
document comprising Nj words, each document is modelled
with a DPM Gj |α0, G0 iid∼ DP (α0, G0) where its DP prior
is further endowed by another DP G0|γ,H ∼ DP (γ,H).
Since the base measure of Gj is drawn from G0, it takes the
same support as G0. Also the parameters of the group-level
mixture components, θji, share their values with the corpus-
level DP support on {φ1, φ2, . . .}. The posterior for θji follows
a Chinese restaurant franchise process which can be used to
develop inference algorithms based on Gibbs sampling [49]
which we adopt in the present work.
III. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
In this section we turn our attention to the empirical
evaluation of the proposed framework. We first succinctly
describe our evaluation data set, and then report and discuss
the obtained results.
A. Evaluation data
Twitter’s Terms of Service explicitly prohibit the sharing
or redistribution of tweets, including for research purposes.
Consequently, as there was no public benchmark that we could
adopt we used a large data set collected by ourselves, acquired
as described in [11]. For full detail the reader is referred to
the original publication. Here we note the sole difference in
the tweet collections used in the present work and that in [11]:
their sizes.
Recall that we collected tweets using Twitter’s stream and
search APIs by periodically retrieving tweets which contain
any of the four keywords “autism”, “adhd”, “asperger”, and
“aspie” (or any of their derivatives obtained by suffixation).
Following the publication of our original work we continued
this process and now have at our disposal a data set over
an order of magnitude greater than that initially described
in [11]. Our corpus now includes 5,650,989 ASD-related
tweets collected in the period starting on 26 August 2013 and
ending on 1 Oct 2014 (i.e. more than 13 consecutive months).
1) Algorithm parameters: The analytics framework we
described in the preceding sections requires the values of a
number of free parameters to be set. For the sake of com-
pleteness and full reproducibility of the experiments reported
in this paper, here we summarize how this was performed
and what values were used. Note that this process needs to
be performed only once – the framework is fully automatic
thereafter. In addition, in the discussion of possible directions
for future work in Sec. IV we also outline the ideas we are
currently working on which would allow the optimal values of
the free parameters to be learnt directly from data. This would
make the entire process automatic and remove the need for
human input even to the minimal extent described here.
The first of the parameters, introduced in Sec. II-A, is the
size of the term dictionary used to represent documents as
fixed-size bags of words/terms. It should be noted that in
principle the entire set of terms extracted from the document
corpus could be used without any negative effects on the
quality of the extracted topic information, as the importance
of each term is inferred automatically by our HDP-based
model. The sole reason for choosing a subset of terms as a
dictionary lies in the reduced computational overhead (both
time-wise and storage-wise). Following the usual procedure
adopted in the literature (for detailed discussion see e.g. [12])
we construct the dictionary using the most frequent terms
which account for approximately 90% of the text of the
document corpus [18]. In our case this results in 6560 terms. It
is insightful to observe the much greater size of this dictionary
than the 1500-term one constructed in exactly the same manner
in [12] but using main tweet text only. This reflects the more
expressive nature of content linked to from tweets compared
to the content within tweets themselves.
The remaining free parameters concern the proposed algo-
rithm for temporal tracking of topic structure changes of the
document corpus. In particular, to reflect the highly dynamic
nature of Twitter we chose short epochs, each spanning three
days, with successive epochs exhibiting an overlap of two
days. Furthermore, for the pruning of inter-epoch similarity
graphs we used the Jaccard similarity threshold of τprune = 0.5
which was determined empirically using a small training
corpus and qualitative judgement (see Sec. IV for an indication
of how this threshold can be learnt directly from data).
B. Results and discussion
We started our analysis of the results obtained with the
proposed method by examining the topic structures discovered
with different epochs. As in all related work, given that the
technical term ‘topic’ is understood to be a formalization and
a proxy for the more abstract notion of a ‘topic’ in everyday
speech, this analysis is inherently subjective in nature as it is
not possible to define or indeed obtain an objective ground-
truth.
A representative selection of popular topics discovered
within an epoch is shown in Fig. 5. This figure shows four
representative topics by the proposed method in a single epoch
of our ASD tweet dataset. The topics are visualized using the
standard world-cloud representation whereby term frequency
is proportional to the corresponding font size (note that differ-
ent colours are merely used for the sake of easier visualization
of a large number of terms of different frequencies in limited
space; colour encodes no pertinent information about different
terms). There are two key observations that are important
to make here. The first of these is that the extracted topics
are readily interpreted as being meaningful in the context
of what is known about autism. For example, Topic 1 can
be seen to relate to the persisting myth of a link between
childhood vaccination and autism development [23]. Related
issues which concern the effects of thimerosal (a vaccine
preservative) and mercury which feature in this topic are also
related to this myth [30]. Topic 2 concerns Chris Tuttle, a man
with Asperger’s syndrome working in Wegmans who attracted
much media attention in November 2013 after being yelled at
by a customer. Topic 3 captures discussions of research on
the relationship between autism and various health conditions
and reflects the increased willingness of the general public,
particularly those affected by rare and debilitating conditions,
to examine the scientific literature. Lastly Topic 4 pertains
to the schooling of children with learning disabilities which
is one of the most common concerns of many parents with
autistic children (Lou Salza, whose name features significantly
in this topic, is the outspoken headmaster of a school for
children with learning disabilities). The second important
observation, one which strongly supports the main premise
of the present work and demonstrates the usefulness of the
proposed framework, is that the topics feature more than a
couple of dominant (by frequency) terms. This means that
they cannot be readily captured using a small set of keywords
such as hashtags or words extracted directly from tweets.
Having demonstrated that our method extracts meaningful
topics, we next sought to investigate what type of information
was obtained by tracking changes in the topic structure over
epochs. Here too we readily observed that the proposed
(a) Example topic 1 (b) Example topic 2
(c) Example topic 3 (d) Example topic 4
Fig. 5. An illustration of typical topics discovered by the proposed
method in a single epoch of our ASD tweet dataset, shown as size-coded
word-clouds – a larger font indicates a proportionally more probable term
(different colours are merely used for easier visualization and encode no
information pertaining to the corresponding terms themselves). Topic 1 can be
readily related to the persistent myth of a link between childhood vaccination
and autism development as well as related issues concerning the effects of
thimerosal and mercury [30], Topic 2 to the incident involving Chris Tuttle, a
Wegmans employee with Asperger’s syndrome who attracted media attention
in November 2013, Topic 3 to medical literature on autism, children, and
brain development, and Topic 4 to the schooling of children with learning
disabilities.
method was powerful in extracting interesting and insightful
knowledge. Illustrative examples are pictured in Fig. 6. The
diagrams in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) show examples of “linear”
topic evolutions i.e. changes in the nature of conversation
pertaining to a single, continuously developing topic. For
example, the evolution in Fig. 6(a) concerns the bestselling
book “The Reason I Jump: The Inner Voice of a Thirteen-Year-
Old Boy with Autism” written by the autistic Japanese author
Naoki Higashida, and which amongst other things discusses
the highly emotive issues of language and intelligence [26].
On the other hand, Fig. 6(c) shows multiple topics merging
to form new topics. For example, the topic on behavioural
and social aspects of schooling can be seen to merge with
the topic concerning the already mentioned myth about a
link between vaccination and autism, to produce a topic
which encompasses a combination of these issues. Lastly,
the ability of our framework to capture and track highly
dynamic changes in the topic structure, which is crucial in
the analysis of a communication medium such as Twitter, is
corroborated quantitatively by the plot in Fig. 7. The plot
shows changes in the number of topics per epoch, as well
as the corresponding rates of new topic emergence (“birth”),
topic disappearance (”death”), merging, and splitting. It can be
seen that our framework is effective in capturing the highly
dynamic nature of Twitter information exchange as witnessed
by the changes in the number of inferred topics per epoch
across time, consistently observed emergence of new topics
and disappearance of others, topic splitting and merging. It is
interesting to observe the high rate of new topic emergence,
compared to the rate of topic creation through the merging
of old topics, which illustrates the ephemeral nature of most
Twitter exchanges [28].
autism naoki
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writer author
01-07 Oct
book autism 
naoki language 
Japanese 
intelligence
13-19 Oct
book autism 
naoki Japanese 
language author
05-11 Oct
(a) Example topic progression 1 (linear)
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student school 
program child 
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cancer
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education 
program
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(b) Example topic progression 2 (linear)
vaccine autism 
child court 
parent 
wakefield
01-07 Oct
autism 
acetaminophen 
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cell level
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behaviour skill vaccine autism 
study 
acetaminophe
n mercury
food http diet 
autism child 
product
05-11 Oct
autism child 
http vaccine 
food study
09-15 Oct
(c) Example topic progression 3 (merging)
Fig. 6. Examples of automatically discovered Twitter topic temporal changes:
(a,b) linear evolution of topic content, and (c) topic creation through the
merging of topics from the previous epoch. Also see Fig. 7 for related
quantitative corroboration of our findings.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we described the first work on the extraction of
the topic structure of tweets and the tracking of its evolution
over time. Although our specific aim was that of analysing
autism-related Twitter content, the developed framework is
entirely general in nature and can be applied to any longi-
tudinal corpus of tweets. Our work identified and elucidated
the inherent difficulty associated with topic modelling on
tweets – their insufficient information content. To overcome
this limitation we proposed an ingenious framework which
uses tweets not as endpoint data mining sources but rather as
intermediaries used to discover much richer associated content.
The method proposed in this paper opens a rich cornucopia
of possible avenues for further research which we intend to
pursue. Some of these concern developments of the overall
framework. For example in cases when URL targets include
videos (say, on YouTube) the use of computer vision or audio
processing can add valuable information for even more so-
phisticated data mining. On the other hand, there are technical
aspects of the proposed method which can be improved further.
For example we intend to explore the use of ideas from
information-theory for fully automatic similarity graph prun-
ing, which would eliminate the need for the free parameter,
in the form of the pruning threshold, described in this work.
We also intend to explore automatic ways of labelling topics
semantically using meaningful sentence fragments by back-
analysing probabilistically the collected text data for persistent
ngrams across documents with shared topics [5].
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